Unit Title: Unit 1 –
Bristol
What should I know?














Identify Bristol as a city and London as the
capital city of England. Identify UK being
an island.
Identify that we live in England and that
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
make up the UK.
Identify where they live through starting to
look at aerial photos of Patchway and
identify places that are important to them.
Introduce positional language to support
children giving simple directions on a map
and use simple positional language.
Use simple fieldwork and observational
skills to study the geography of their school
grounds.
Sequence events that have happened to
themselves or events that have happened in
Bristol.
To look at the past through different
medium.



What should I know by the end of the
unit?











Key Knowledge
What are Human and Physical Features?
Human Features
Human features are those features created by humans such as:
Shop
House
Church
Post office
Statue
Physical Features
Physical features are those that already exist in the land, such as:
Hill
Mountain
River
Cliff
Forest
Lake
Island
Beach

Key Vocabulary
Ariel
Continent
Ocean
Capital City
Uganda
London
Bristol
Human Features
Physical Features
Exercise

Urban and Rural Cities
Urban area – is usually a city or a town with lots of built up areas and has
a large population density.
Rural City – is an area with a smaller population and is usually made up of
countryside.

To recount events in their own lifetime and to write date of birth.
To write own address including postcode.
To identify some of the monuments in Bristol and compare these to
some found in London..
To identify UK as an island and to identify some of its coastlines.
To learn write stories and recounts of the past.
To identify human and physical features of a place.
To identify the difference between Patchway (Urban) and a rural
Uganda (links to Brighton).
To compare Patchway with Uganda and London.
To learn about a significant individual – Brunel.

North
South
East
West

Making Links – Remember when you…..



Thinking about different areas around the world and comparing
human and physical features.
Making links between different areas such as Bristol, London and
places in non-European countries.

Key Knowledge
Bristol
Bristol is an urban area with a high population. Bristol is famous for its famous individuals such as Banksy, Isambard
Kingdom Brunel, John Cabot, John Wesley and Colston.
Isambard Kingdom Brunel (IKB)
IKB is famous for many landmarks around Bristol such as:

London
IKB built the Great Western Railway that went all the way from Bristol to London. London is the capital city of England
and is an urban city just like Bristol. London is famous for many landmarks such as:

We will
learn more
about this
in our next

Uganda

topic

Is a country in Africa and is known for its famous rural areas with beautiful physical features such as:
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